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GROUNDWATER MITIGATION CHRONOLOGY
 May 2008 – Syar files mining permit application
 June 2009 – EIR process begins
 September 2013 – draft EIR completed
 October 2015 – Planning Commission certifies EIR
 November 2015 – appeal to the Board
 April 2016 – Syar proposes revised groundwater mitigation measure
 July 2016 – Syar reveals intent to use surfactants

ORIGINAL VS. REVISED MITIGATION MEASURE

ORIGINAL MEASURE 4.8‐4
 Increased production achieved through additional water sources + conservation
 No mention of surfactants
REVISED MEASURE 4.8‐4
 Increased production achieved solely through conservation
 Conservation achieved through surfactants

FLAWS IN THE REVISED MITIGATION MEASURE

 No evidence that it is feasible
 Surfactants create new environmental impacts
 Public unable to critique revised mitigation measure

HOW MUCH WATER WILL SYAR NEED TO
CONSERVE?
 Original estimate ‐‐ 20 AFY – 14% water savings needed
(Syar letter of April 25, 2016)

 New estimate ‐‐ 50 AFY – 35% water savings needed
(Syar letter of June 30, 2016)

 Difference of 30 AFY or 9.8 million gallons
 That is a big mistake on a big issue

FEASIBILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS
 Mitigation measures must be feasible and effective in reducing impacts.
 There must be substantial evidence to support those conclusions.
 “Substantial evidence” means facts, reasonable assumptions predicated on
facts, or expert opinion supported by facts. (CEQA Guidelines § 15384)
 Feasibility and effectiveness of revised mitigation measure 4.8‐4 depend
upon surfactants.

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE OF FEASIBILITY?
 Syar letter of June 30, 2016 attaching GE brochure
Nevada goldmine achieved major cost savings (and90%
water reduction) using “practically non‐toxic” GE surfactant
DusTreat DC9112





Manufacturer’s promotional material.
Will Syar use DusTreat DC9112 or other surfactants?
Will it use them in the same locations, at the same
times, in the same way?
Were conditions at the goldmine comparable to the
Napa quarry?



Was there any follow up at the mine beyond 7 months?

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE OF FEASIBILITY?

 July 1 Memorandum from EIR consultants
 Confirms up to 90% water savings


Cites GE brochure as source

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE OF FEASIBILITY?
July 11, 2016 Staff Report

(page 20)

“The use of dust suppressants on open areas (such as haul roads, mine pits, and
processing areas) could potentially result in water savings of between 52 acre‐feet to
over 100 acre‐feet annually; therefore the facility could operate at a production level of
up to 1.3 million tons per year within the 140.6 acre‐foot annual limit. This conservation
measure has been reviewed and verified by the EIR hydrologists and determined to be
feasible and capable of being implemented.”

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE OF FEASIBILITY?
 No facts

 No analysis

 Board must find that the EIR reflects its independent judgment and
analysis (CEQA Guidelines § 15090)

NEW ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
 If a mitigation measure will cause environmental impacts, the EIR must
discuss those impacts ( CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4 )
 Surfactants have a potentially significant impact on the environment
 Biological Activity and Environmental Impact of Anionic Surfactants, 28 Environment International 337‐348 (2002).
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QUESTIONS ABOUT SURFACTANTS


What does the manufacturer mean when it describes its DC9112 surfactant as “practically non‐toxic”?



Is there evidence that some surfactants are more toxic than others?



Which surfactants will Syar use?



Have the same surfactants been used elsewhere, and with what results?



Do they pose a risk to the environment or human health?



Where will Syar use them?



How often and in what quantities?



Will surfactants increase run off or change drainage patterns?



Do surfactants create a lasting presence in soil or water?



Can they interact with other elements in the environment in ways that pose risks?



Is there any objective evidence of surfactants’ effectiveness?



The public and the Board deserve answers

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
 Good public participation generally
 But not with regard to revised mitigation measure 4.8‐4
 Initially no mention of surfactants
 Then surfactants mentioned as one of multiple conservation options
 Now surfactants are the focus of the groundwater mitigation effort

 No meaningful opportunity to critique
 Additional scrutiny will reassure public about health and safety
 Additional scrutiny will assist Board in making a more informed decision

SUPPLEMENTAL EIR
 Supplemental EIR required when significant new information added
 Recirculated for public comment
 New information has been added here
 Syar’s intent to use conservation only to mitigate groundwater use
 The amount of groundwater that must be conserved to support increased production
 The widespread use of surfactants to implement revised mitigation measure 4.8‐4

WATER SUPPLY VS. INCREASED PRODUCTION
 Process has been turned on its head
 General Plan Policy CON‐53
“The County shall ensure that the intensity and timing of new
development are consistent with the capacity of water supplies and
protect groundwater and other water supplies by requiring all applicants
for discretionary projects to demonstrate the availability of an adequate
water supply prior to approval.”

CONCLUSION
SYAR REPRESENTATIVE’S REMARKS
AT THE APRIL 26, 2016 HEARING
“We can use surfactants instead of water. We can recycle our wash water. We can use
higher efficiency dust control equipment. And we’re committed to that. In fact we
proposed that the mitigation measure be revised to no longer provide for an alternative
source of water. We’re willing to live with our 140.6 AF which is our baseline, which is
no increase in groundwater use, and we’ll achieve that at full production through
commitments to conserve water. And we’re willing to prove that we can do that. In fact
this is not new technology; it’s existing, proven technology. And we’ll show that that’s
possible.”

